The ultimate
mobility tool
Batec handbikes are a comprehensive solution to your
mobility problems:
ü Go from reduced to augmented mobility; from needing
help to being independent and proactive.
ü Get a 2 in 1, without giving up your manual wheelchair.
üO
 vercome obstacles and drive over bumpy terrains.
ü Attach our handbikes in just seconds and with no need
for transfers.

BATEC MOBILITY S.L.
Illa de Buda, 2
08192 Sant Quirze del Vallès
(Barcelona) - ESPAÑA
93 544 2003
info@batec-mobility.com

ü Also available for quadriplegics and hemiplegics.

Request a quote or a demonstration
without any commitment!

BATEC ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES
for your BATEC
handbike

These accessories are designed
to help you make the most
of your Batec and wheelchair.
To adapt them to your lifestyle.

Smartphone HOLDER: your
phone will always be at hand.

WEIGHT 4 kg for more
traction on sloped terrain.

See the order form for more options.
The BATEC EXCURSION is the perfect front rucksack
for your Batec: it holds loads, with special pockets for
your extra battery, charger and water bottle. Plus, it will
give you more traction. It comes with the BATEC PORTA
luggage rack, which can be used separately.

Battery available in 280 Wh
format, which complies with
IATA regulations for air travel,
or in 522 Wh format, which
allows you to go much further
on a single charge.

BATEC BOSSA: the perfect rucksack for your wheelchair.
Holds loads and has three pockets.

Choose the wheels that best suit your Batec. Ask us!

BATEC CINCHA: lift your Batec into the car with a crane.

*  Suspension STAND FRAME
to overcome any obstacles.

* BATEC ANILLAS rings to
attach the BATEC CINCHA.

* BATEC ASA: carry your
Batec easily.

BATEC WHEELS
BAG: for wheels
24’’ – 26’’. With
pocket for axles.

* Only compatibles with BATEC
MINI, BATEC ELECTRIC 2
and BATEC SCRAMBLER
standard.
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